
  

“It’s life, Jim, but not as we know it”

Mike Arnautov
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   So what is “life”?

Depends on whom you ask

Biologists say “biochemistry”, “cell respiratory cycle”…

Philosophers are all over the place defining “is”

The Man on the Clapham Omnibus says

  Get a life man! We know it when we see it.
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Does “life” actually mean anything?

The realist view

Are viruses alive?

The conceptualist view

Life exists as a meaningful concept

What are its boundaries?
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The Neo-Kantian position

Niels Bohr: Science cannot tell us what/how the world is, 
science can only tell us how it behaves

The concept of life is pragmatically useful and thus not 
meaningless

Butterflies are glaringly unlike pebbles

How does Mr Spock decide on his famous verdict?
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The dogmatic option

Life is self-replicating biology based on DNA

Mr Spock is guilty of category error!

But our intuition disagrees 
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Silicon in place of carbon

Fluorine instead of oxygen

Many lesser variants

Xenobiological alternatives
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Necessarily contingent

Accommodates cultural and factual changes

Historical examples: energy, number

How far are we prepared to stretch “life”?

Life as a human concept
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A definition drummed into me as a student

“Life is a form of existence of protein matter”
V.I.Lenin 

Let’s query intuition
(mine, in this case)
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The obvious choice

Homeostatic system resulting from Darwinian selection

No doubt any alien life will conform

But not a very useful criterion

Inferring Darwinian ecology from observation of life

Do I qualify as life?
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“Life” and “alive” are different concepts

Alive implies Life

Ecology is “life”, while an individual is “alive”

I am alive so my ecology is life

Problem solved? 
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Creating living systems ab initio

Craig Venter’s bacterium

Biological robots

Non-standard DNA “alphabet”
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A counter-factual ecology to the rescue?

Conceivable = Possible?

Can we invoke our Darwinian ecology?

Too powerful an explanation

Like God, it can explain anything
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A different possible criterion: metabolism

A set of processes which allow organisms to sustain their 
existence in defiance of entropy

What is an organism?

Is a flame an organism?

Circularity of metabolic criteria
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Abstracting from metabolism

Cellular respiratory cycle

Extracts energy from the environment and
returns to the initial state
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Carnot’s cycle abstracted as 
work cycle by Stuart Kauffman

Explicitly excludes machines performing
such cycles!
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Change of tack

Take cue from biology

Under carefully controlled laboratory conditions
a biological sample

will do as it damn well pleases
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Action

Butterflies act, while pebbles are acted upon

Thrmostats do not act

What about AlphaGo beating the world champion?

Need to define action as opposed to mere behaviour
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Brentano’s “intentionality”

No agreement among philosophers

Searle: original and derived intentionality

Dennett: original intentionality is a myth
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Trouble either way

If Dennet is right, the action criterion is useless

If Searle is right, how do we detect original intentionality?

Neither offers a way to exclude AlphaGo
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Should we just exclude machines by definition?

Simply ignore awkward cases of

Cyborgs

Biological robots

Just read less SF?
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An odd situation

An intuitive concept but none of the putative criteria
(or their combinations) capture it

It is a case of family resemblance

“things which could be thought to be connected by one
 essential common feature may in fact be connected by a
 series of overlapping similarities, where no one feature is

 common to all of the things”
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So what about Mr Spock’s

“It’s life, Jim, but not as we know it?”

His reasons may differ from case to case

So you'll have to ask him
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